Mua’amar has plans for the youth

BN candidate Mua’amar Ghadafi Jamal Jamaludin is in a straight fight for the Parit Buntar parliamentary seat

PARIT BUNTAR: Unfazed by his age, newcomer Mua’amar Ghadafi Jamal Jamaludin is ready for a straight fight here as he strives to reach as many voters as he can during the campaigning period.

Being Umno Youth Non-governmental Organisation Liaison Secretariat secretary and 4B Malaysia Youth Movement president, his experience in youth activities will put him in good stead to serve the parliamentary constituency.

At 34, Mua’amar Ghadafi, who holds a Bachelor in Civil Engineering from Universiti Putra Malaysia, is ready to meet the aspirations of the people, particularly the younger generation.

Hailing from Kuala Kurau, he is ready for a face off against incumbent Datuk Dr Mujadid Yusof of PAS.